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Editorial

Reaction to last issue was like that of a mild storm reaching hurricane proportions! It was a success thanks to all of you who ordered it. And to those of you who didn't, you still have a chance to latch onto our first great issue; just send 75¢ and it'll be on its way. Hurry, though, supply is running low and it probably won't be reprinted.

Enough of the past...let's get into THIS issue. The Val Mayerik interview promised for this issue has been postponed until next issue due to our printing deadline of this issue. I am sorry for this inconvenience, and for this reason, if any of you wish to return this issue for a full refund, just send it back and I'll refund your 75¢. The reason for this postponement is that I have delayed printing this issue for over two months in hopes of receiving the interview by now. But I have found out that I won't have it for ANOTHER month. Rather than make you wait, I feel it is best to print this issue NOW and use the interview NEXT issue. It will be ready by the end of summer, or sooner, if I have anything to do with it. Anyway, this issue has lots of fine art, articles, etc. for you to savor. My thanks goes to all who have helped make this issue into a truly fine publication.

See Poem #7, page 4—guess who won the Mighty Marvel Cover Contest? I won the Mighty Marvel Cover Contest! Whoopie!

The winner of last issues contest was Dan Watson. Congrats, Dan. I hope you enjoy your FREE copy of this issue! Reprinted to the side are the answers. This issue's puzzle is on page 26. Be sure to enter your answer to the crypt-o-gra

Next issue we might have a color cover. Write in with your comments on this idea.

Do you want to see strips in T.C.P.? I have a few very well done comic strips that I'll include in T.C.P. starting next issue if they are wanted. Are they?

Last issues con report had a few wrong points: Nixon won Fan Acclaim Prize, not first prize as my article states. First prize went to 'The Masque of The Red Death.' Also, only about 5,000 people attended the con, not 10,000. Sorry for those errors.

This issue I have drastically changed the format of "The SAC" for the better, I hope. Any comments on its new format are welcomed.

Starting this issue we will have a regular letters column. Send any and all L.O.C.'s to me at the address at the beginning of the column.

To those of you who have submitted either artwork and/or articles that were not printed in this issue: this does not necessarily mean that your work will not be used in T.C.P.—It may very well be used in a future issue! It was just impossible for me to fit all the contributions into this issue.

We are always looking for GOOD, well written articles, regular columns, interviews, short stories, etc. from those of you who are talented writers. We also need good art! Artists please write BEFORE sending material for important info; Writers: no need to write first—

Just send material and, if accepted, it will be printed in the next available issue.

CONTRIBUTORS: remember, if you get something printed in T.C.P. you will receive a free copy of the issue(s) your work appears in. Also, if you desire to do so, you may order extra copies at cost. See, contribute already!

So many people have asked me about buying the original artwork from T.C.P. Vol. 2 #1 that I feel I should mention it here: No, none of the originals are for sale at this time. Sorry. If and when any of them are put up for sale, you will be informed.

A last note: I will be at the convention this year held in New York on the July Fourth weekend. Here's hoping you all look me up and shoot the breeze with me.

Yours,
Russell Condello/Editor

[Image]
They Came, They Saw

BY Michael Gustovich.

My name is Smokey and I've been in the state pen for three years now. I know I'm innocent, I know what I did was right; and so before I go I must tell someone my story.

The winter snows were just beginning to succumb to the warming sun and it was then that I decided to accept an invitation from Miss Helen Sweetstory to visit her and write her biography. It didn't really matter what my commission was going to be, now was my chance to make a reputation as a writer by directing the biography of America's greatest children's book writer. I couldn't believe it.

Woodstock, my faithful, if rather useless secretary, accompanied me on the trip during which I desperately and vainly tried to lose him. No such luck. Birds can be such dumb clucks sometimes.

Three days later we arrived at our destination, gleeful of our traveling and enthusiastic of our appointed task. Miss Helen Sweetstory was there to greet us and after the customary handshaking ushered us into a waiting room. She told us she'd only be a minute.

And she was. The door opened and a scarlet ray of cosmic energy shot toward us, barely missing and thudding the wall behind us. Then some hideous creature broke into the room and charged our way. For a moment I was stunned by the sight, for the creature, though its face was disgusting, wore the same dress that Miss Helen Sweetstory had been wearing. "You die, fool!" it said.

Then I realized what was happening! Quickly I took a vial from my vest pocket; I hurriedly drank the serum which had been invented by my trusty colleague and friend Charlie Brown. A puff of smoke shot out from under my feet and instantly I was transformed into Earth's mightiest defender. I hadn't thought to bring my doghouse, but it didn't matter. I was a match for anything on this planet or from another.

Then the monster and I were locked in mortal combat, thrashing at each other like rival sharks, battling each other for which reason I knew not.

Then the monster spoke. " Fool, you can't beat us. We can't lose! We were sent here to destroy you in order to leave Earth defenseless for our attack fleet. No one can stop us!"

Now I knew the stakes and so I took off the kid gloves. With one mighty surge I destroyed the monsterity. It fell to the floor. Seconds passed and slowly the thing turned back into Miss Helen Sweetstory. I turned to see if Woodstock was all right.

Another creature was holding him captive, pointing a ray blaster at his head. "Our mission has failed! We must return! But we're taking your friend with us. If you ever dare tell of our being here on this planet, he dies. Remember that!"

Suddenly a red flash blinded me and when the light eased they were gone. The police came and saw Miss Helen Sweetstory on the floor. I knew I was in for it! Killing her was as bad as killing a president or a comic book dealer. They gave me life and that's why I'm here. I had to tell you, or sooner or later I would have gone mad. But I beg you, never, never, never tell anyone else——for Woodstock's sake.

SPACE AND TIME is a unique semi-pro fiction zine which bi-monthly exhibits forty all-offset digest-size pages of some of the finest art and fiction that fandom has to offer. But you needn't take our word for it. Try an issue yourself for only $1.00, or a trial subscription of three issues for $2.00, from:

Gordon Linzer
364 West 19th Street Apt. 1-B
New York, NY 10011

S&T is always on the lookout for new talent to showcase, so...

WRITERS! Send us your budding masterpiece manuscripts. At worst you'll get an interesting critique... at best, payment of $1/100 a word for First North American Serial Rights.

ARTISTS! Send us samples of your best recent work (xeroxes o.k.) and possibly qualify for illustrating assignments at $1.00 per page. Got an idea for a strip? Let's discuss it.
Greetings and welcome to the first installment of "The Big C", an information column on the Charlton comic group. There's a lot of information that I want to cover this time, so I'll step with the formalities.

Sanho Kim (after a short period of inactivity at Charlton) is back and has been drawing covers and stories as fast as Charlton publishes them. His inactivity was due to his work at Skywald and Iron Horse. What's Iron Horse? Iron Horse is the publisher that put out Kim's book, Gorg's Edge. If you like samurai warriors, plenty of action, some pretty good writing and some truly fine graphics, then send $1.50 to Iron Horse Publishing Co., P.O. Box 1192/Portland Center Station/Southfield, Mich. 48075. Recommended for mature readers; however. This is the first volume. The second should be out soon.

Joe Staton and his art have caused quite a stir in fandom, particularly interviews. Free Fall #5 had a tremendous 15 page interview with him. Several items of particular interest: Joe was once refused an interview with D.C. because he felt that he didn't want to see him; Joe was once the editor of the southern fanzine Free Press, and when he was 12, it was all in Free Fall #5 from Mike Mals/4731-13th Ave. SE Bellevue, WA 98006 for $0.95 a copy.

There's also an interview with Joe (and one with Nick Cuti) in Zippo Crusader #16. Send $1.00 to Marty Greim/Box 132/Bedham, Mass. 03744 for a copy.

I'd like to recommend that all of you subscribe to your favorite Charlton comic. Why? Because all of them are mailed flat in a manila envelope! Plus you get six free for the price of five! And (if they're still offering it) a booklet listing Charlton artists/writers/letterers, with nobody who plans on entering the comic field can do without. Highly recommended.

How with a little Charlton news. Charlton is putting out their own comic books (like FUMA, but with a bit more art and a lot of class because it's being put out by the folks at CPL/Gang Books). The first issue is now available and features a wrap-around cover by Jim Starlin, articles and interviews with Joe Staton, Nick Cuti, and Pat Boyette, several strips by Steve Ditko including an unpublished Gypsy story that was recently inked by Klaus Johnson, and more. The title is The Charlton Anthology. To order, send $1.00 to CPL Publications/4101 Mallory Dr., rpt. 422/Indianapolis, Ind. 46236.

Charlton has acquired the rights to several of the Sat. morning cartoons. They are: Scooby-Doo, Valley of the Dinosaurs, Kong, Kong-Kong-Fang, Thelma and the Chipper Bunch, and Speed Racer. Joe Staton will be doing the art for Speed Racer, he should be at your newsstand by the time you read this.

For-2000 (created by CPL/Gang, now back-up feature in E-MAN) has received favorable response. So he's to stay at least for a while.

Charlton is planning the following titles for 1975: Vengeance Squad, Doomsday Plus One, House of Fang, Beyond the Grave, Creepy Things-Kar, Scary Tales, and Monster Hunters.

Mike Hauser, Private Eye (the scruffy private eye who appears in E-MAN from time to time pictured above) will be the back-up feature in the Vengeance Squad with artist Joe Staton.

Steve Ditko and Wally Wood have gone back to work for D.C. They are working on a pencil/inker team. It is rumored they will be handling Dead Man, the new back-up in Phantom Stranger.

Send your comments on this column to Tom Mason/ 795 Avenue Rd., Blacksburg Va. 24060

Illustration by Wayne Howard
Sounds from a Silent Garden

by C.C. Cliagin

"Darned insects!" growled old Arnie Mitchell to himself as he carefully sprayed his prize rose bush with his new portable sprayer. Adding a few blasts from the nozzle for good measure, Arnie moved along down the row of plants and small potted trees checking each with care for any harmful insects. As far as Arnie was concerned, all insects were harmful and he would do his best to see that none penetrated his flower-garden which grew in his backyard. As long as he could remember he had always hated and been afraid of all bugs and since childhood, had waged endless war against them. Spiders, ants and grasshoppers were stepped on. Flies, mosquitoes and moths were swatted. Now, however, he used a more scientific method of disposing of them.

It used to take Arnie the whole weekend to repair the damage done by the insects over the week, but now that he was retired from the bank he could devote his full time to the second growth of his garden.

Having completed his spraying of the garden and satisfied with his job, Arnie strolled toward the house whistling a familiar tune. Opening the back porch door which was screened with several layers of fine mesh wire, Arnie placed his sprayer on the shelf that held various cans of insecticides and sprays. There were sprays for almost every type of insect known, even if they weren't native to Arnie's particular area. Picking them from his covered stand into a tube of special chemical fluid that he had devised himself, if there were any insects hiding in them, they would soon be dead. Checking his inner clothing which consisted of a light pair of cotton pants and shirt, brown oxfords and brown socks, he opened the second door of the same screen and entered his small kitchen. It was immaculate, as was the rest of the two-story house. Nothing was out of place, which was how Arnie liked things.

His life had been one of habit and regimentation. He ate, slept and worked at precisely the same time each day and night. Of course, now that he was retired, his schedule had altered somewhat, but his garden took up what time he used to spend at the bank. An old, well preserved wooden dining table stood in one corner with a single chair against it, a symbol of Arnie's life style. Few, if any, have anything around that you are not using, was his motto. Arnie did not have any friends. Except for the people he had worked with in the bank, he had not acquired any acquaintances.

Checking the old ice box, which was like an anachronism, Arnie began removing several items to prepare his dinner. He usually ate only what he grew himself and buying what little he could not. As he was a vegetarian he had no need for buying meat. Most of his purchased items were dairy products such as milk, cheese and eggs. The meals were always simple and short and tonight was no exception.

After the meal he washed his dishes and then retired to his den. This was Arnie's favorite place and where he read and studied about his enemies. Beside an old battered couch, there was a large metal desk and chair with a pole lamp on each side to give diffused lighting. Also, against one wall was his bookshelf which contained all his important books. At one time Arnie had studied to be an agronomist, but had never followed through with it. Most of the books were on entomology and gardening, interspersed with several volumes on chemistry.

Picking up the copy of the latest bulletin from the Dept. of Agriculture, he received monthly, Arnie settled down in his newest addition to his den. The recliner had been a gift from the employees of the bank for his retirement. It had been foolish of them to spend that much on him, but he had accepted so as not to hurt their feelings. Quite often Arnie had settled his slight frame into the chair to read for a while before his bedtime and had fallen asleep, not waking until the following morning. Usually from after dinner (which was six o'clock) until nine, his normal bedtime, he read and studied his books, learning new methods of combating his nemesis. Picking up his pipe from the small table next to the chair, he lit it and began to read from the new bulletin he had received that morning.

He awoke to the nocturnal darkness and for a brief second was vacuum.
Then he remembered whereabouts and sat quiescent while his heart stopped beating so rapidly and he became reassured with his surroundings. Then it came to mind that he had fallen asleep reading and that the lights had been on. There must have been a power failure, he reasoned to himself as he stood up from the chair. The sound that broke the silence from where he stood, ears out in front of him to feel his way. Impossible, he thought, but there it was again, the sound of a cricket. No people, no noise of a cricket would not be a frightening thing, but to Arnie it meant his stronghold had been penetrated. His mind almost refused to believe what the ears heard. The house was bug- tight. He had been to that personally, but somehow this one had managed to get in.

Shaking himself out of the frozen trance, Arnie made his way to the kitchen door. Reaching it, he stepped through and felt his way to a corner near the window. He then continued his way around the irrevocable darkness in his quest to alleviate it. As he emerged to the outside the rising moon cast chimney-like patterns on the ground before him. The side of his room where the fuse box was located. Once there, he took only a brief check to indicate to Arnie that there was nothing wrong with the fuses. Then by accident his light caught on the wires leading upward and the mystery was solved. Some unknown force had either broken or cut the wires causing the power failure.

Reluctant to spend the remainder of the night in darkness, Arnie carefully removed all the fuses from the box, then retraced his steps to the back porch, where he picked up a six foot ladder leaning against the wall. Returning to the room, he placed the ladder against the wall and, with one hand holding the flashlight, he slowly, step by step, made his way to the high wires. Not being overly fond of electricity, Arnie gingerly touched the wire with his finger tips, drawing him back as he expected to be burned. Finding they were not, he grabbed each end of the wire and drew them up, drawing the slack from them until he could call a repairman. He slowly inched down the ladder to safety of the ground, replacing the fuses, he was rewarded by instant light coming from the house. Now for that damned cricket, he said to himself, as he picked up the ladder and headed back to the back porch.

Completing the second round of his house with a puzzled look on his wrinkled face, Arnie began to think that he had heard the cricket at all. Waking in the dark as he had, the sound of the cricket could have come from outside and his over-stimulated senses might have magnified them, making him think it was in his room. Either way, he decided to call off the scientific search and go to bed.

Despite the previous night's activities, Arnie awoke a little after six, took his usual morning shower, then a breakfast of hotcakes and eggs with two cups of coffee-black. After cleaning up the dishes, he stepped out the back door into the bright young morning sunlight. Smelling the fresh air and the scents from his garden made him eager to get down to work on his garden.

He had just stepped off the porch when his eyes beheld the eradicated condition of his prize rose bush. For what seemed an eternity he stood as little rooted to the ground, staring with unbelieving eyes at his destroyed masterpiece. Finally, with a howl of rage, he broke into a run toward it, but even before he got to it he could tell it was too late. Every piece of greenery and flower had been eaten right down until not a stem was left. Arnie made his way around the bush, the stump of destroyed rose bush, all that was left were the stump of the bush and the surrounding ground. Arnie stared at the pitiful remains of a once beautiful creation of a partnership between nature and himself and a rage began to build up in him until it threatened to destroy his senses unless he unleashed it on something. That something, of course, could only be the one who had perpetrated this act of nature. Checking the ground around the bush, Arnie was somewhat puzzled that there were no dead bugs lying about. When the chemicals had used to spray on the bush yesterday, the ground should have been covered with them. But there were none-dead or alive. Another thing that puzzled him was the almost complete silence of the garden today. Usually there were birds hop from flower to flower and an occasional bird hopping along the ground helping him clean out the bug in his garden.

The rest of the day as he worked, Arnie had an uneasy feeling that something was watching, waiting and it soon forced him to abandon his gardening early and retire to his den to read awhile before dinner.

After preparing dinner, Arnie found he didn't really have an appetite and gave it up to again read some before retiring for the night.

The sounds started just after the lights went out, startling Arnie from his doze. Although they all sounded alike, Arnie was convinced that the first sound he heard was that of the same cricket he had heard in his den the night before. Soon other night creatures joined it, until they seemed like a million tiny voices filled with hate toward him. Leaping out of bed, he threw on his robe, stepped into a pair of slippers and raced downstairs. Flipping on the kitchen light, he burst through the back door to a sudden overpowering silence. Going back inside, he retrieved his flashlight and returned outside. The moon again cast silvery light from the shadows along the ground as he slowly walked down the rows of his garden shining the flashlight, expecting to see a scurrying of insects as the beam hit the ground. There was nothing but silence and his plants. Retracing his steps back to the house, he trudged back upstairs to his bedroom and went back to bed. The sounds started immediately, forcing him to again get out of bed and make his futile search of the garden a second time. With the same results. After the third time, Arnie gave up and left all the lights on in the house, falling asleep in the early hours of the morning.

The next morning Arnie awoke mad and still tired from his nights activities. He resolved to find out where the insects were hiding and put an end to them once and for all. He spent the rest of the day digging the ground and his garden in general with a combination of various sprays and chemicals with almost insane activity. Satisfied that this would take care of the ones even underground, he was forced into the house by the noxious fumes created by the mixing of chemicals. The combination of a sleepless night and the day's activities told on Arnie as he dropped into his recliner and was soon asleep.

continued on page 24
Classified Ads

Everybody reads CLASSIFIED ADS, especially in fanzines. To order yours, just send $1.00 to Russell Condello, 36 Burt Street, Roch., N.Y. 14606. Eight line maximum, 50 characters per line. Additional lines 50¢. 10¢ lines maximum.

All you fans of NO SEX magazine: I have changed my Address to: 3950 Cordano Way, San Bruno, Calif. 94066. Issue #3 will be out soon, but if you haven't seen NO SEX yet, I still have some copies of #2 left. 75¢.
Write to L't Davis Heath, Jr. (BRONK!)

Will buy, sell, and trade comics and related materials. Also interested in Star Trek material and Black & White mags. Send for my new list.
Russell Condello, 36 Burt Street, Roch., N.Y. 14609. Send YOUR lists, Too!

SAFE #135

Are the first kid on your block to own a complete set of UNCLE GORDON'S COMICS AND STORIES! All four issues of this now-defunct tribute to poor taste in humor can be yours for only $1 from Gordon Linsner, 264 W. 19th Street, Apt. 10-2, N.Y. N.Y. 10011—— and while they last, a copy of the classic EDGAR #2 will be sent out with each order. You gotta be 18 or over, tho.

FAVORITE FUNNIES——yes, now YOU can own Alain Light's Golden comic reprints. I have BOUGHT OUT the entire print run of these great issues, and now I am offering them at an unbelievable savings! Issues #5-17, (regular cost $2.50 postage) NOW AVAILABLE for a limited time for only $3.00 & S9. postage (A $2.50 SAVINGS! ORDER SOON!- dealers rates available for 10 or more sets. WSA #135. — See contents page for address.


Back Issues

T.C.F. Vol. 2 #1 is still available and still costs only 75¢ a copy. Some of its MANY features include: a short story entitled "Being Without Place" by Kevin Cook, a beautiful cover of Conan the Barbarian, some of the best artwork ever by Craig Russell, Val Mayerick, Tony & Pete Bodkin, Michael Kostovich, Mercy Van Vlack, Jim Garrison, and MORE! To order, send 75¢ to Russell Condello, 36 Burt Street Roch., N.Y. 14609. HURRY, only a few copies left!
T.C.F. Vol. 2 #2——This issue. Still available for 75¢ a copy.
It was a night like any other.

Linda Davis had donned the striped costume that she always wore for her and Alex, her husband’s nightclub act. She would hypnotize her husband and shock the audience by turning into a tigress through the power of suggestion. Of course, the act also included other fantastic happenings, and the usual participants from the audience.

But unlike others of its kind, this act was no hoax. Alex really did hypnotize his beautiful wife, and twice nightly, Linda did become hypnotized into believing herself a tigress.

Now, the normalities of the act were over and done with. Two men had already been hypnotized into dogs, a woman into a bird, and another lady into a bat. But, now it was time for the ‘Big Finish!’ Linda’s transformation into a creature of the night, the tigress!

Linda sat in the soft chair that was placed for her on the stage, thinking that it would be just like the end to every act she and Alex had done for the past two weeks. Just routine, that’s all. The relaxation of all her muscles, the dreamy feeling of drifting off into an highly suggestive state, and then the wakening with no memory at all. She did not know how wrong, deadly wrong, she was.

“Now just relax, and clear your mind of all thoughts,” Alex told her, as she readied herself for the trip into her own id.

The audience watched the stage with quiet mouths and widened eyes, as Alex convinced the very suggestive Linda that she was a pantherana of a previous life. And that life was the animatismo of the female of the tiger species, the tigress. This was what the audience had come to see, what had been talked about in all the papers—the unnatural transition of a woman into a feline beast!

“Open your eyes—slowly,” Alex told her in a husked tone.

Linda’s eyelids raised up slowly, revealing brown, liquid pools of eyes. Her head quickly turned one way, then the other, as if looking to protect her from her prey. Within seconds, Linda leaped from the stage to a nearby, unoccupied table, knocking over the candle which the nightclub used for their atmosphere.

Seemingly as one, the crowd gasped at the sight which now they were beholding, this woman, who had just minutes before appeared so ladylike and feminine, was now crouching on a table, thrusting her head out in claw-like gestures. She then jumped from the table, seven feet in the air, to one of the tigress’s charges. She swung in circles around the room from which it was hanging, then jumped back onto the stage.

Alex stared into Linda’s fire-filled eyes. “Sit down, please. In the chair, the nice, soft chair,” he told her calmly.

Though Linda’s intelligence was merely that of an animal’s, Alex’s piercing eyes seemed to convey his message to her, and her instincts told her to obey him. She padded along the floor of the stage and sat down upon the velvet chair.

“And now I will show you,” Alex told the gaping group of people, “just how easy my lovely wife is brought out of the state of mind she now occupies.”

Alex turned to Linda, who just sat in the chair, fearful of what he was going to do. Before staring into her eyes, which would bring her out of the trance-like state, Alex’s gaze drifted off-stage. He suddenly straightened, his eyes bulging, his mouth dropping open to form the words, “No! No! Not now! You can’t!”

The sound of two shots muffled by a silencer quickly followed, and Alex fell limp to the floor of the stage. The audience, in unification, stood up, shocked at what had just taken place before their very eyes. A man had been shot!

Shrieks and screams from women filled the room. Three men ran off-stage, where the shots had come from. They found nothing back there, save a gun with a silencer attached to it.

By this time, Linda, still in the tigress state, leaped to the feet of Alex on the floor, she knew by the body of the man who, only seconds before, had frightened her so much. With her confused, primitive mind, she knew something for being on the hard floor. Perhaps it was a spark of life trying to burst through from her human mind.

Whatever the reason, she stayed by the form, lashing out at anyone who dared come near. She was protecting him as a real tigress would protect a mate.

It took four grown men to finally pull Linda from Alex, so that a doctor could make his way through and examine the body. Linda, though restrained, still tried to fight off the man who held her. She clawed and bit and scratched, but the man still held fast.

The doctor knelt over Alex’s body and checked the pulse by feeling the neck under the chin. The doctor slowly stood up and announced to the murmuring crowd, “This man is... dead...”

Upon hearing these words, Linda, or rather, the creature that was now Linda, shriaked and uttered a piercing howl that stabbed the hearts of everyone present.

Her body then went entirely limp, and she sunk to the floor. The doctor came over and examined her, and found she was still conscious.

But there was a difference in her. Her brown eyes, which once contained a burning fire, now only contained sadness. And tears.

“I don’t understand it. I don’t even know what the textbooks call it—if they ever had anything like this case in them.”

The doctor speaking was younger than the other one whom he was talking with. He had thick brown hair, and stood over six feet tall. The shorter man at his side was shorter, had more hair, and the weight of many years of practice obviously weighed heavily upon him.

“Now, let me see if I have this straight,” the older doctor began. “This girl’s husband was shot. In front of her, while she was in an hypnotic state. In this state, she believed herself to be a tigress, and now, no one can remove her from this state. In essence, her human mind no longer exists, replaced by the mind of an animal.”

“Yes, that’s right, Dr. Roven,” the younger man replied. “We’ve had scores of hypnotists and psychiatrists—the best of their field—and even her husband’s death, a week ago. They’ve tried every process and theory imaginable, all to no avail. The hospital has even done its part. We’ve tried hypnosis, her condition and subconsciously almost every drug imaginable, but still no results. Frankly, we’re puzzled.”

“I’d like to thank you for letting me see the patient on such short notice. I’ve been very busy the past week, and now was my first free minute. I could get to fly here from L.A. I’ve been looking forward to seeing this girl I’ve heard so much about on the radio and TV.”

“Think nothing of it, doctor. We’re glad to have someone considered a worldwide genius.”

The two reached the end of the corridor they had been walking along while talking. The younger doctor thrust open the double doors that stood before them, and the two walked into the hospital’s special ward for the mentally unbalanced.

The gray-haired man known as Dr. Roven looked around him. He had seen many different wards in his time, but tonight’s sight gave him an uneasy feeling. As he walked down the center aisle, an elderly woman came slowly up to him, with sadness filling her face, asking, “Please, you’ve got to let me out of here! This is an evil place! They torture you here! What did I ever do to deserve this?”
A nurse came over to gently take the poor woman back to her bed in the corner of the room. Dr. Roven looked around again, wondering the Eternal Question: Why?

To his right, a woman sat on her bed, rocking and singing to herself and laughing at intervals. To the left of him, he noticed a man crouching cowardly near the head of his bed. It was a pitiful sight, but Dr. Roven knew that the sight would not go away by turning his head. He'd been in the medical profession too long to believe any fantasies like that. Yet he had to turn away, for he had other business ahead of him.

The young doctor led Dr. Roven to a bed at the back of the room, screened off from the rest. Behind this screen, Dr. Roven found Linda Davis strapped down to the bed. The creature inside Linda's body, the Tigrress which now inhabited her mind, looked up at Dr. Roven through sad, yet pathetic eyes. She tried straining to break the bonds which held her, but she found herself too weak to do anything.

"She's been pretty heavily sedated all morning," the young doctor told Dr. Roven. "I think we could take the straps off, and she wouldn't do anything, but no one wants to take the chance."

"She seems so frightened," Dr. Roven said, "yet she looks as though she wants help from someone."

"It's no wonder she's frightened, just like the true animal she appears to be. All this week, she's been put through so many tests—and not all of them painless—that she seems to resent everyone who comes near her..."

...and not all of them were tests... and not all of them were painless. Dr. Roven through sad, yet pathetic eyes. She straining to break the bonds which held her, but she found herself too weak to do anything.

"She's been pretty heavily sedated all morning," the young doctor told Dr. Roven. "I think we could take the straps off, and she wouldn't do anything, but no one wants to take the chance."

"Does she still have to be confined like that?" Dr. Roven asked compassionately.

"I'm afraid so," the young woman replied. Then, he turned, ready to leave, saying, "I have to leave you now, but I have my evening rounds to make. I'll try and see you later." The young doctor went left through the ward, and down the corridor that he had come in from.

Dr. Roven stayed at the bedside of Linda, as she stared up at him, suspicious of his every action. He noticed that the nurse was going around, turning the lights out, for it was time for the patients to retire for the night. Dr. Roven didn't have to leave, though. Because of his dignity and stature in the A.M.A., he had gained special permission to stay after hours.

The nurse had turned all the lights, except for the small nightlight above Linda's bed, and most of the patients were asleep by now. The nurse left, asking Dr. Roven to please turn the light over Linda's bed, after he left.

Dr. Roven watched the nurse leave, then looked back down to Linda. She was also beginning to fall asleep. An impulse, Dr. Roven reached over and slipped the straps that hampered Linda's movement right up to the side of the bed as Linda curled up, comfortable for the first time in days. She slowly purred thanks as Dr. Roven left. He did not know the harm he had done in that small gesture of humanity.

It was late night at Washington D.C.'s St. Anthony's Hospital. Most of the building was as quiet as the rest of the sleeping city, for the time had passed midnight three hours ago. The only signs of activity in the large hospital were a few orderlies, and a handful of doctors making their late rounds.

All through the thirty-five floor structure, on every one of the floors, it was silent, as if the patients slept. But there was one ward that wasn't completely. The ward for the mentally unbalanced. At the rear of this ward was a small section set off from the rest of the room by a fairly large screen. Behind this screen, lying in her bed, was Linda Davis, a new, and extremely unique patient.

She was rolling from side to side in her bed, obviously having a nightmare. She suddenly sat straight up in her bed, a cold sweat forming at her brow. The dream had left itself etched on her mind. She opened her eyes and looked around in the blackness. She noticed that her bonds were unheeded, that something that she didn't remember happening. In the moments that she had awoken, Linda had forgotten what her terrifying dream had been about. She seemed to recall something about a man being killed, but everything was very unclear. She remembers looking into a shadow before sitting in a soft chair. The man in the shadows had a weapon, on that was familiar with, and one she feared—a gun.

Now the remnants of the dream were fading, but one thing stayed in her mind. The face of the man in the shadows, and also his scent. It was one she could not forget. She'd smelled it somewhere before, but she couldn't tell where. But all of it was a dream, her confused, primitive mind thought. She realized it was really Linda through that dream. She didn't mean to have that dream. That this dream was caused by what had happened a week ago, she did not know the events of that time long passed. But one thing from the recollection of her memory came to her, through that dream. A man and his scent. The man in the shadows who had scared her so much, the one who had taken something from her. Something that had meant much to her—something she loved.

She decided that she would leave this place of evil, this place that had hurt her. She had to avenge the man in the shadows who had taken this thing from her. She thought it would be very easy—all she had to do was find the usual scent. But the Tigrress which inhabited Linda Davis' mind and body was used to hunting in the small confines of a jungle, not a city of over a half million.

She quietly slipped out of bed, and her bare feet touched the cold floor. She still wore her Tigrress costume, for the doctors had been so busy with her the past week, they had not thought to take it off her. The psychiatrists thought it would be better this way, anyway.

She crossed along the room with amusingly feline grace. She seemed to creep along, and blend with the very shadows themselves.

Slowly and very quietly, she slipped out into the darkened corridor. After a few feet of sneaking close to the wall, she came to a lighted part of the hall, where the nurse's desk was.

Linda looked around for a way out, avoiding the nurse at her desk, for she had to be caught and taken back to her bed—and be hurt again. But it was useless. There was no way to the outside without passing that desk, and the nurse.

As a last resort, Linda leaped high into the air, and landed silently on top of a tall filing cabinet. Slowly, and silently as ever, she crept from cabinet to cabinet, trying not to give herself away to the nurse.

And she was successful. The nurse was contentedly concentrating on a current issue of a Hollywood romance magazine. All that was on her mind now was if the king and queen of Tinseltown would get back together again, or if their divorce really meant something. She did not even notice the unique creature that had been Linda Davis as it made its way past her, and out to freedom.

After passing the nurse's desk, Linda knew there would be more people, she could smell them. She had to get out of there before she was found out by any of them. She soon saw her method of escape from this evil place that she was in.

Linda noticed a window on the far wall, letting the silver moonlight glint into the hall. She quickly paced over to it. It opened at the slightest touch from an unseen hand, and now Linda had scaled down the outside of the wall, and was in the street. Out of the evil place of pain, freedom ahead of her.

She did not know what had brought her to this place. The Tigrress' mind which inhabited Linda Davis' body was confused. Something—a nagging, nagging thought at the back of her mind—had brought her here. She didn't like this building. For some reason, it held bad and terrible memories.

The building was a fairly new one, completed about a year ago. The neon sign over the entrance glared in the blackness, saying to passersby, "The Garden of Eden", and inviting them in, to have a night of fun and carelessness. A week-old, half-ripped poster at the side of
the building read, "Now, for a limited engagement! The most famous—and best—hypnotist in the world! See Alex Davis transform his beautiful wife into a snarling tigress!"

Linda stood in the unlighted alley next to the building and looked at the poster. The Tigress held no importance for this torn piece of paper blazing in the wind, so she did not know why the sight of it made tears form in her large brown eyes. It made no sense to her. All that did make sense to her was that there she first had noticed the scent of the mysterious man in the shadows.

And that unusual scent still lingered nearby. Yes, Linda was sure of it. She sniffed the ground around the door that led inside it, that strange smell. It seemed to leave a trail, which Linda began to follow. Though the scent had to be at least a week old, Linda found it stronger than all the others around her.

She began walking along the alley, into more darkness, her sense telling her where the scent led. Within moments, the scent began to get stronger. The man in the shadows was close by.

Linda Davis stopped, looking around her in the alley. The scent was strongest right there. The man with it was right above her.

She quickly scaled the side of the building she was standing next to, up two floors. She stopped outside of a window with one bright light shining inside it. Linda looked inside the room, and saw a man sitting at a desk, talking into a telephone receiver. Linda knew this was the man she had been hunting, because the unusual scent was so strong, that she almost reeked from it.

The man replaced the receiver in its cradle, stood up, dressed in his overcoat, and left the apartment.

Linda scuttled out to the end of the alley, and looked around a corner and down the street. She saw the man with the scent come out of the front door of the building which Linda was at the side of.

He walked, rather quickly, down the other side of the street. When he was just almost out of sight, Linda took off in pursuit. She wanted to see where he was going, but she did not want to be seen by him.

Linda followed the man with the strange scent for the next five blocks.

It was lucky for her that the man didn't have a car, for if he would have driven this distance, Linda would have surely lost him.

He finally stopped at a newly-completed, modern apartment. The man went into the building, and went up the staircase. The stairs were visible from the door, and Linda saw that he went up three flights.

She climbed up the side of the building, and stopped at the window at the end of the hall on the third floor. She peered in the window, and saw the man stop in front of a door at the other end of the hall.

She climbed around to the other side of the building, and looked into the window of the apartment which saw the man go into. She stayed outside the window and saw another older man greet the one with the strange smell. The window was opened slightly, and Linda could hear what was going on inside the room, but she paid no attention to it.

"Nice of you to come," the older man said, closing the door.

"Cut the formalities," the other one replied, curtly. "What did you want to see me for?"

"I wanted to know of your progress with—the girl," he said. He sat down on a couch, waving his hand, and inviting the other man to sit in a chair across from him. "Have you been able to see her yet?"

"No," the younger one said, taking the seat offered to him. "The hospital has been holding her for tests, and no one has seen her, except very special doctors and the sort."

"You know you have to get in to her. You know you have to kill her."

"I know. All I need is a few minutes alone with her. I don't see how she can be tough. They say she's lost her mind. That she's no more than an animal..."

"I don't care. I want her killed. She might have seen you kill her husband. I don't want anyone to have that kind of information."

"I don't see why you're so scared. If anyone did have any info, it'd lead to me, not to you...or the rest of the committee."

"I wish you wouldn't bring that up."

"Oh, I'll bring it up, alright. And I'll bring up another thing that you don't want to talk about. The fact that you had me murder you own brother, and now, you want me to kill his wife?"

"He had to be killed. He wouldn't follow plans, and he knew too much."

"I still think it was a stupid idea, anyway. I don't care how good a hypnotist he was. I don't think he could manipulate the minds of the higher-ups in the government for you guys in the Committee."

"I don't care what you think. All I want you to do is to get that girl. Kill Linda Davis!"

It was getting to be too much for Linda. The scent and the man she had followed here was starting to sicken her. Her nostrils flared as the awful scent filled them. She now hated that terrible smell, and she wanted to extinguishe it. She knew the only way for doing this was to kill the person on which the scent was. It was finally decided. She leaped from her perch at the window sill, and jumped through the window.

Glass shattered and fell to the carpeted floor. The two men who had been conversing at the other side of the room turned and looked at the figure coming through the window, in an array of scattered shards of pane. The men stood and looked at the creature that was before them, crouched on all fours, amid pieces of broken glass.

Her eyes were bright, filled with fire and hate. She stared at the younger of the two men, and before he knew what had happened, she leaped for him.

The older man fell back, and hid behind the couch, frightened out of his wits. He heard the snarling of a beast in the middle of the room, and the helpless cries of the man he had been quietly talking to moments ago. He also heard sounds of a scuffle, and thumps, as if people were being thrown around.

He looked timidly from behind the couch and saw the creature going after the young man, who was cut up and bleeding badly. The young man had broken away from the claws of the inhuman thing. He now ran along the wall, towards the door. But the thing got hold of him first. His hands and arms lashed out, trying to protect himself. His outstretched hand hit the light switch, and the room was sunk into darkness.

After this, the older man crawled back behind the couch, pushing himself ever closer to it. He heard more snarls and growls, and then an unearthly, macabre scream. The kind one utters when he is dying. Or rather when he is being savagely, brutally murdered. After that, silence.

The older man looked to the window, and saw the creature's figure, silhouetted by the moonlight, leaving the apartment.

He went over to the wall, searching for a path to the light switch. His hands began moving along the wall, looking for it. But then, the hands ran into an obstacle. The old man's hands found a body lying there in the darkness. There was a liquid covering the body. The man stood up and ran along the wall, in fright. He finally found the switch, flicked it, and the room was bathed in light.

He looked over, and saw the grossly cut-up body of the younger man lying slumped against the wall. He uttered a sound of disgust, but then composed himself. He had escaped near death, and he felt himself lucky.
He walked over to a desk and picked up the receiver of a telephone. He dialed a number, and waited for the response. When it came, he said, "Hello, have a "clean-up" job for you. Can you make it over here in the next half hour... Good. See you then..."

He hung the phone up, and turned to look out the broken window. He wondered what it had been that attacked tonight. And would it be back, to murder him?

Linda Davis ran through the quiet, empty streets of Washington, D.C. The Tigers didn't know why she was running. She usually didn't after the hunt. But, again, something inside her told her to do so. She'd been running for the longest time now, and was getting tired. She was far from the killing, perhaps miles, so it was alright to stop and rest. She wanted to sleep, but knew she couldn't until she found a safe enough spot.

She looked around her and took in her surroundings. There were houses, not ugly buildings, and they were farther apart. She sniffed the air. It was clean-smelling, not like what she had just come from. But the air also carried something else, a different scent. One that she remembered—none that was nice, and also friendly.

She followed it, and found it belonged to a house a little down the street. She climbed into the house through a basement window. She curled up in a corner of the dark basement, and began to sleep. She felt safe in this place, with its nice scent.

She somehow sensed that there were other "bad scents" to deal with, but that would have to come some other time. That would have to come another night.
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He woke again to find himself in darkness and not alone, deduced from the tiny sounds of scurrying and scurrying he heard all about him. He quietly slipped from the chair, but took only a few steps when he felt wings lashing on his head and shoulders, accompanied by stinging bites. Swatting blindly, he turned and started back toward the stairs, realizing from the sound, that the den and kitchen was literally swarming with insects. He found the stairs, twisting his ankle and spraining full length, almost knocking the breath out of himself and bruising his arms as he threw them out in front of him to break his fall.

He was now almost hysterical as more and more insects collected about his entire body, biting and stinging him until he could hardly move. Somehow, in a stupor, he managed to climb to his feet and stumble up the stairs to his room. As he reached the door of his bedroom, he fell against it, almost tearing it from the hinges. Twisting the knob with bleeding hands, he slipped through, then slammed it with his back against it as if to hold them out. He frantically began brushing off the bugs that had managed to get inside with him. Still in a daze, he staggered to his bedroom window and raised it, listening for any sound from outside. Hearing only the creatures volume of noise from outside his bedroom door, he stepped through the window to the roof—and safety. They came from nowhere, suddenly, and his whole body was consumed with them. Screaming insanely, he stumbled a few steps and toppled off the roof to the ground below.

Captain Morse of homicide watched as the last flash bulbs popped and the news men moved away to file their stories of the bizarre death of Arnie Mitchell. It was easy for them, he thought. They didn't have to solve the mystery of what had happened to the man who had leaped to his death from the roof of his house in the middle of the night. And what a way to die—impaled on iron spikes that surrounded a dead rose bush in an other-wise flowering garden.
Horror Comics of the 70's

By Jerry Baker

Monsters have long plagued mankind, and will undoubtedly continue to do so for quite some time. In fact, some of the earliest tales were of mortals and horror and they are still very popular today. Perhaps it is because of their fantastic nature that people are drawn to these stories, but even if it isn't, the monster tale is the best place to escape from the daily routine.

The popularity of monsters is at an all-time high, ever since the late 1950's. Horror films had always been popular, and with the release of several early television series in 1957, films put out by Hammer and other companies, monsters were here to stay. Naturally, it was only a matter of time before the monsters hit the comics.

However, horror and monsters had been adapted into comic format in the early 1950's, with the extremely successful E.C. comics. Horror comics abounded in competition until moved by the excessive use of horror and gore. The then newly created Comics Code Authority, in its March 9th, 1954, letter to the publishers of the Code, stated: "No use of horror or violence is permissible in any manner in the comic books submitted for inspection unless such use is part of the story and is necessary to the plot or essential to the action."

For quite some time, the only true horror comics were the large black & white books, such as Eerie and Creepy, until the Code was revised to state "vampires, ghosts, and werewolves " shall be permitted to be used when handled in the classic tradition such as Frankenstein, Dracula, and other high caliber literary works by Edgar Allen Poe, Jack, Conan Doyle and other respected authors whose works are read in schools throughout the world." Yes, the monsters were back, but up until recently the only horror comics were of the anthology type, such as Ghosts, House of Mystery, and Tales from the Crypt. What was needed was a horror comic with a continuing character. Marvel took the big step, and in April of 1972 they released Tomb of Dracula #1, one of the finest horror comics ever produced. The great success of this comic was quickly followed by Werewolf By Night, and The Monster of Frankenstein; both of which started off following the concepts set down by Tomb of Dracula—they dealt with the characters realistically and sincerely and were not afraid to show the macabre along with human side. Recently, however, all the mood and atmosphere (which was characteristic of the early issues) has vanished and the books become more action-oriented, much as the regular line of super hero comics have been developed.

The immense popularity of these books, and others released before them, have preceded the proverbial flood of sequels and imitators, the list ranging from Supernatural Thrillers, through Howls, The Living Mummy, Man-Thing, Dr. Specter, to Dawn of Frankenstein.

Most of them were and are good, but the one thing wrong with the horror-series character comic book is that the majority of the books will start off with the best artist, writer, inker, colorer, and with full company promotion behind it, and then slowly but surely, artists and writers will be replaced, and the stories get more and more boring. There are so many characters, so many stories, and they all have potential horror values. The popularity of these books notes the large amount of interest in them, and so if they keep trying, the monsters in the comics will be with us for some time.

1. Such as Tales from the Crypt, Haunt of Fear, Weird Fantasy, and Weird Science Fiction.

2. This quote appeared in an article by Joe Brozistelli ("The Comics Greatest Vampire") in issue #7 of The Monster Times.

3. Ibid.

4. Such as Swamp Thing, Tales of the

5. Among other titles are World's Unknown, Black Magic, Son of Satan, Ghost Rider, and Creatures of the Dead, Atlas Comics has an upcoming line of what could be some good horror comics—The Grim Ghost, Planet of Vampires, and Tales of Evil, among others. They also have some of the larger sized black & white horror magazines planned: Mel's Tales of the Macabre and Tales of the Sorceress to name but two. Marvel and Warren publishers also produce many fine black & white horror magazines.

6. (A general note of character intervention) Dracula has met such characters as Spider-Man, The Werewolf, Frankenstein, and a woman who bore a close resemblance to Swamp-Thing/Monster. Spider-Man has also met the Werewolf and Morbius, and Morbius has fought Blondo, a supporting hero from Tomb of Dracula. The Werewolf has met the Frankenstein Monster, the Thing has met the Man-Thing, and before long Marvel will probably give us "The House of Frankenstein" in one of their books. In summary, many characters have gone in contact with other characters in the "Marvel Universe" and horror holds sway in the comics of today!

COUNT QUICK'S CRYPT: 0 - GRAM

by R.D.Quick

Cryptograms are all in simple substitution codes; another letter of the alphabet is substituted for the right letter. By noticing the frequency of certain letters (e.g., t, a, and e are used most used letters in English), and by looking for patterns of letter-repetition in the words, you should be able to "break" each code.

Here are some of the most famous words ever spoken in a comic strip:

"SNX, RJ GE YKX FXI...GF D MOUT...GF D JGDK...EV...GF FJHDIAS!"

Here is this issue puzzle! A free copy of next issue, T.C.P. Vol 2 #5, goes to the first person who sends in the correct interpretation of the coded message above. The winner will be announced next issue! Last issue's puzzle was won by Dan Watson—see editorial for more info.

To contributors: Puzzles, games, mysteries, etc., are always needed and appreciated—each entry is judged by me, the editor, for insertion into T.C.P.—try your hand at it and good luck!
The Rac

THE RAC is T.C.P.'s version of a review column. We will review any item relating to fandom (fanzines, prozines, etc.) but will not specifically recommend that you buy or not buy any particular item. If you have any item you would like reviewed, just send a copy of it to T.C.P. REVIEWS/THE RAC; 36 Burt Street, Rochester, N.Y. 14609. THE RAC has a readership of 100 at present and will expand as does T.C.P.

A FEW THINGS TO REMEMBER: All fanzines, etc. reviewed in this column are printed with offset presses and are bound in a general service to fandom. If you appreciate our service, you can show us your support in the following ways: 1) by ordering a particular item because of our review, please mention THE RAC when you order; 2) by subscribing to T.C.P.; 3) by giving us your advertising support (write to the editor for ad rates); and 4) by writing to us with your comments of THE RAC. Thanks for listening and now onward to the reviews!

R.A. Condello/Editor

The Mighty #3 8 1/2 x 11" stapled pages. Order from Floyd Comics, 910 Kenwood Dr., Thomasville, N.C. 27301. 81.00 plus 20c postage. 45 Pages.

I tried to read this zine about a month ago, but it was a wasted effort. The bulk of this issue is a 27 page strip by John Floyd. I could describe the art with one word—pathetic! But for those of you who want more detail, it was cluttered, heavily inked, amateurish, and just plain horrible. I couldn't distinguish one character from the next or anything for that matter. The script confused me even more. An article on Jack Kirby and some nice work by Carl Taylor couldn't salvage the issue. This isn't worth half the admission price.

--------------------------------------------------

Majd #2 Electro-stencilled, 18 pages. Order from R. Holmberg, 3181 914 Tunnel Road, Lafayette, Ca. 94549. 20c.

Holmberg has created this zine to showcase his comic and fantasy artwork. This issue has three one-joke humor strips and some fairly good illustrations. Majd shows promise, but isn't there yet. One thing in its favor is its price, which can't be beat.

--------------------------------------------------

Mindworks #1, 23 pages. Order from Brent Anderson, 960 Gale Dr., Oakley, Ca. 95662. 99c.

Mindworks best strip is "Exile", which deals with man's hatred for anything different from himself. The man of the future has not changed while spanning the galaxy. Edmund Slayman is one such man who has grown tired of prejudice and needless killing. He acts as he knows he must, saving a peaceful alien race. This zine has two humorous "Grimmler's Tales" strips, a Kung-Fu portfolio, and a real nice piece of fan fiction. The cover (by Anderson) shows a lonely man on a quest to the outer reaches of the universe. The back cover is a striking piece by Frank Crecce. The editorial is well-written and discusses, among other things, the problems of pro art in fan publications.

When an editor puts a great deal of work into a zine, it is usually good, but not this good. Brent can be really proud of his first issue---an all-out effort you won't want to miss.

--------------------------------------------------

The three reviews above were submitted by William Mac Intosh, Jr. The following reviews were sent by John Balice. Thanks to you both. -ES.

NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH by John Balice

When Jim Steranko changed Comicscene to Mediascene the critics decided that comic fans would drop Steranko's mag like a dirty shirt.
Well, all the reasons for doing so are still there, especially the "best seller" listings, but more comic fans are probably buying it because of the reviews. Of course, only three of the three current issues of the magazine are devoted to comics (it's all news now and will soon be outdated) but I know as well as you that comic fans are also interested in the National Society, the Science Fiction Society, etc. I don't recommend Mediawinkle overall, but you might find something to read there. 756. Mediawinkle #1 [Jan-Feb 1975]. You can even be a part of Stearns' so-called "cultural revolution." But if you don't like Mediawinkle, does that mean you're a counterrevolutionary?

What magazine has interviews with Tony Rizzo ("Teenage Mutants"), Selby Kelly ("From Our Own"), and Don Wright ("Clara Hill")? Articles by animator J.Klein, sports cartoonist Bill Gallo, cartoonist Jack Markow, etc. Cartoonist Profiles #3 (Sept 1974). My favorite piece is on the Life of the Founding Father of the American Cartoon and John Dirks. There's plenty of photographs, reproductions of "The Captain of the Kids" and paintings by Dirks. If you're strictly a comic book fan, you might want to read the inside story of Spaidy Super-Stories.

I can't find any articles about the Electric Company in this article, but fans of the Electric Company may enjoy this article more than fans of Spider-Man. It's interesting to note that the artistic guidelines used in Spaidy were developed by a Canadian psychologist, Dr. Kenneth O'Brien, who teaches at the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education in Toronto. Cartoonist Profiles is thoroughly professional and well worth every penny. $2.00 from P.O. Box 205, Fairfield, Ct. 06430.

The FNW and Then Times is not as professional as Cartoonist Profiles, but it damn near comes close. It has just as many longish interviews: T. Casey Bennett, Al Heflin, Adrian Dingle, Jerry Lassiter. Articles by cartoonist and illustrator Paul McQuaker, one of the founders of the EC Comics, who has written a book on his experiences. The latest issue includes an article by Gary Groth, "The Art of the Face," which discusses the role of the comic book industry in society.

The Harvard Journal of Pictorial Fiction is still worth picking up if only for Gil Kane's article "Bypassing the Real for the Ideal." Pictorial fiction is the term for comics, and it has equal amount of space on films. Titles like "Jack Kirby, Fritz Lang and Balance" are bound to turn some people off, but the articles are readable. Gil Kane is well recognized for his work in the comic book industry, the artistic side of the industry that is. Kane's favorite artist is Jack Kirby and he shows a particular interest in the work of Jack Kirby and how he influenced other artists. The HARVARD JOURNAL OF PICTORIAL FICTION #1. $2.00 from Box 21, Memorial Hall, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass 02138.

An interview with Will Eisner and an article on coloring by Marvel colorist Linda Lessmann. Both for only 15¢ in COMIC ART NEWS AND REVIEWS #23. Sent to: 28 Admiral Rd., Kitchener, Ontario, Canada.

And here's a magazine with real pretensions. Gary Groth's Word Balloons. When is a fiasco not a fiasco? When it's a "trade publication of sorts.

Word Balloons looks like a fiasco. It has an interview with Real Adulter; a story about speeches by Benny Hill and Crassus; and a panel of writers at metacritic, the usual reviews and letters; fiasco-type "spot illus." The transcriptions were interesting for me because I was at Metacritic in Washington in 1971. But that was over three years ago and such material is not relevant for a trade publication. Gary Groth wants Word Balloons to be a P.N. publication for the comic book business. His reasons are his own but trade mags are not what he thinks they are. A real trade publication would be something like this: interviews with editors, publishers and distribution executives. No artists or critics would be interviewed because, after all, what do they know about "BUSINESS? Articles would deal with marketing, distribution methods, new production methods, labor-management relations, etc. There'd be lots of comic book commercial advertising, photos of your favorite publishers and management execs, charts and graphs, etc. The magazine would cost $5.00 a copy and come out twice a month. Now compare this with Word Balloons. Gary Groth faces facts, WA is a

Fanzine, or Just a magazine, but never a trade publication. Please keep that in mind. WORD BALLOONS #1 [March 1974]. $1.00 from Fantagraphics Publishing Co., 2963 Evanston Rd., Springfield, Virginia 22150.

If you're in Toronto (vacationing or otherwise) on March 16 or May 15 (1975 - both Sundays) and have nothing to do for the day, you should spend the afternoon at the University of Toronto's Winter Carnival. The University's "Pancake" happens there in a big way. Past guests have included Steve Skeates, Roy Thomas, Harvey Kurtzman and Will Eisner. They're always showing movies, serials and cartoons (even "Pantastic!"). There's a large dormitory room for those who can afford to buy. Admission to the whole event is $1.00. For a sample copy of the program booklet, write to Fancine Productions, 3 Ann St., #500, Fort Credit, Ontario, Canada.

RECOMMENDED READING: Two new books from Lucas Press: The Comix by Coulton Waugh (first published in 1974). 360 pages with index. $15.00. Each copy has been autographed by Gordon Campbell and Jim Ivey. Foreword by Charles Schults. 196 pages. $6.00. This book reprint various "Wash Tubbs" adventures from between June 1972 and June 1973. According to the editors, "Wash Tubbs" was the first avant-garde comic strip, preceding "Buck Rogers" and "Tarf". The Comix traces the history of the comic strip from Richard Outcault's "Tarf Kid" to various strips in 1947. There's a final chapter on comic books, in which Waugh considers comic books of the period (WWII) for their prevalence with violence. He praises the funny animal variety. LUNA PRESS, BOX 1069, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 11202.

Canada's only regularly published comic book is called Orb. The third issue came out recently. Color cover by Bill Paye. He drew a few stories for DC's House of Mystery a few years back. The first story, "Lapby" by Paul McQuaker, is similar to the type of horror published by Faz Publications (the North). One science-fiction tale follows. "Half-Life" by John Allison is about a space pirate. The Lone Ranger is back again in color and features a superhero, the Northern Light, Orb's only regular character. "Escape the Truth" by Richard Robertson is about a mad scientist with the Jones touch. The last two major stories are "A Short Voyage" by Ron Van Lint and "In the Face of Baniff the Fair" by Steve Skeates and Ron Smith. (barbarian adventure). There are also a number of minor stories, one-pagers, etc. ORB #3 (December 1974). $1.25 (1.00 in Canada) from Orb Publications, 6600 Bloor St. W., #1, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

CONCLUSION: This is not a regular column for The Comic Press. If you would like to read more of the same, send a letter to the editor, Russ Condello, or write a column yourself.

As you can see, I have decided to drop the number code rating system, in favor of the above type of reviews. I hope you agree with me. Next issue we'll have more news and reviews, but until then please write to me with your opinion of this issue's reviews.
I just received T.C.P. Vol 2 #1 and I thought I'd let you know what I thought of it: Overall, this issue of T.C.P. had a pleasing, professional appearance. A nice printing job, too. Artwise, the zine was good. The front cover by Pete & Ted Butts was especially good, very Corben-esque. Val Mayerik's drawing, while basically good, was too sketchy and rough to be worthwhile.

Textwise, T.C.P. wasn't as good as it should have been. Your editorial was...well, what can you say about an editorial? "Being Without Flaw" by Kevin Cook was only fair. It was too reminiscent of the STAR TREK episode "The Changeling", especially in the way the perfect being was destroyed.

"THE RAC" was interesting, although you should try to review smaller, less known zines. You should also make it longer. The origins of G.A. and Speedy were a little unnecessary. I'm sure that most fans know the origins of most every hero. I didn't care for this installment of "Main Lines". The first Creaper story was reprinted by D.C. only a few months ago, so it didn't have to be recounted again. More opinions & reviews, less story retellings! Your report on the N.Y. Comic Art Con was interesting and well written. I enjoyed it, even though I went to the con. That was only for one of the five days, though. Well, I hope that the next issue to T.C.P. will be longer and better, and I look forward to see it. ---Todd Goldberg, 28 Ellis Road, West Caldwell, N.J. 07006.

T.C.P. #1 was just what I had expected, it was well done! I enjoyed reading it very much. The art was also good. I eagerly await issue #2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8... ---Frank Alarcon, 35 Centre Street, Nutley, N.J. 07110.

Since I liked T.C.P. #1 here's 75¢ for issue #2. Hope it has more art by Mercy Van Vlack, John Gustovich and Oldfield! --- Christopher Loselino, 1843 Brian Lane, Springfield, Ill. 62703. (Thanks for ordering #2, Chris, I hope you like it! Now, before you forget, make sure and order #3 all of you!)

That's all the space available for printing letters this issue. I am looking forward to reading your comments on THIS issue soon! Send all letters to the address at the beginning of this column.